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I’d like everyone to weigh in on this.” 
I use that prompt several times 
each semester to ask every student 

to respond orally to a question I pose 
in class. Below is a brief description of 
the “why,” “when,” and “how,” of this 
discussion technique, along with an 
example.

why ask every student  
to weigh in?
when students respond to questions 
in class they are actively engaged in 
thinking about the question, formulating 
a reply, and delivering a response. when 
we ask every student to respond to a 
question, we get active engagement 
from all of our students. Further, asking 
every student to contribute also conveys 
our expectation that all students will 
contribute to class and demonstrates 
our confidence that every student 
has something valuable to offer. This 
technique ensures that we hear from 
our quiet students, not just those who 
are most comfortable talking in class. 
Finally, as each student responds, the 
class gets a broad range of perspectives 
on the question.

when to ask every 
student to weigh in?
although I use the “everybody weighs 
in” technique in every course, I limit my 
use of the technique to one, two, or three 

everybody weighs In
By Gerry hess, Gonzaga University School of Law

times during each course. This technique 
works best for open-ended questions 
which give rise to diverse responses. 
It takes a significant amount of class 
time for every student to respond; 
for example, thirty second responses 
from twenty students consumes ten 
minutes of class time. consequently, 
ask every student to respond only to 
the most significant issues in the course. 
For example, I use this technique to 
have each student evaluate a statutory 
scheme at the end of a unit – “Identify 
a major strength, weakness, or 
appropriate amendment for the National 
environmental Policy act.”

how to ask every student 
to weigh in?
Several practices help maximize the 
benefits of asking every student to 
respond.

• Pose the question in writing on a 
slide, handout, or the board so that 
all students know the prompt.

• Give students a suggested time for 
their responses – “I’m looking for a 
20-40 second response from each of 
you.”

• Tell students who will speak first 
and how you will proceed around 
the room.

“
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everybody weighs In
— continued from page 1

Teaching and 
learning nuggeT

Most students 
cannot possibly 
retain all of the 
information their 
professors cover 
and test during their 
three years of law 
school.  Similarly, 
most law professors 
cannot possibly 
cover all of the 
intricacies found 
in the doctrine 
they teach.  Thus, 
in many cases, 
students might 
be better served 
if their professors 
substituted 
instruction on how 
to find answers for 
some of the class 
time devoted to 
doctrine. 

• Play the role of facilitator. Model 
careful listening to each student 
response. Summarize students’ 
contributions on the board or the 
screen, if appropriate. resist the 
temptation to comment on each 
student’s response. 

• Adapt the technique to fit class size. 
In a small class, each student can 
respond to the question. In a large 
class, each student could respond to 
the question in a small group and 
then each small group could share 
one response with the large group.

an example of each 
student weighing in
In my civil Procedure course, students 
read A Civil Action, Jonathon harr’s 
gripping non-fiction account of children 
who die of leukemia in woburn, 
Massachusetts and the subsequent 

litigation. The book raises significant 
issues about civil litigation and the role 
of a lawyer. I ask each student to respond 
to a prompt such as “what implications 
does A Civil Action have for you as a 
future lawyer?” Several years ago, while 
going around the room, I came to a very 
reserved student   She had spoken only 
once previously in class and that was 
because I called on her. She paused a 
couple seconds and then began with 
“I’m from woburn.” The students and I 
were captivated by her somber insights 
into life in woburn and her opinion that 
the role of a lawyer is to help people 
during times of severe distress. I doubt 
she would have spoken if I hadn’t asked 
every student to weigh in.

____________ 

Gerry Hess is a Professor of Law at Gonzaga 
University School of Law. He can be reached 
at ghess@lawschool.gonzaga.edu.

Institute for Law Teaching and Learning 
– alert Service
The Institute has established an alert service in order to provide our colleagues 
with teaching and learning ideas throughout the year.

To sign up for this free resource go to: http://lawteaching.org/getalerts/

The Institute will use the service to distribute:

• A teaching and learning idea (monthly);

• A review of and link to a noteworthy article about legal pedagogy (monthly);

• Periodic updates and links to additional information and resources available 
on the ILTL website;

• The Law Teacher newsletter (fall and spring);

• Announcements of ILTL conferences and programs.

Members of the alert service can expect to receive an e-mail message from the ILTL 
about every two weeks (beginning October  2010).  The service is distribution only; 
a number of law teaching and learning discussion lists already exist and the ILTL 
does not wish to duplicate these efforts.

we hope that you will enjoy this new Institute service. To register, please go to: 
http://lawteaching.org/getalerts/. 
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I teach a first-year course in Civil 
Procedure, and my students always 
want advice on how to tackle essay 

questions. I don’t need to tell you what 
we are trying to get our students to do 
in that first semester.  Know the rules.  
Give a complete and correct statement of 
the relevant rules.  Use the facts.  Don’t 
just repeat the facts.  Argue specific 
facts in the context of specific rules to 
persuade the reader.  reach a conclusion.  
It’s easy to say, and hard to do.  This is 
a technique that I have found 
helpful for students. 

• Take a piece of paper 
and fold it in half 
vertically, creating 
two columns.

• Read the fact pattern and identify 
the issues.  Jot the issues down along 
the left-hand column, leaving space 
in between.  This is a relatively easy 
step in my class, because I tend 
to ask directed questions, such as 
“how should the court rule on the 
Motion to Intervene?”

• Outline the rule or rules of federal 
civil procedure -- including subparts, 
exceptions --  that correspond to 
each of the issues underneath the 
issue in the left-hand column.  Using 
the same example, a student would 
jot down the specific requirements 
for intervention as of right and for 
permissive intervention under rule 
24.  The left-hand column should 
now be full.

• Now fill in the right-hand column 
with the facts that you will use to 
apply each of the rules.  For example, 
the left-hand column would show 
that to permissively intervene in the 
absence of a statute conferring such 
right, a movant must show that her 
claim or defense shares a common 
question of law or fact with the 

main action.  reading across to the 
right, the student would jot down 
the specific question of law or fact in 
common.  If there is no question of 
law or fact in common, the student 
would jot down the elements of the 
movant’s potential claim, and the 
elements of the claim in the main 
action to show a lack of overlap. 

• Once the two halves of the page are 
full, the student can read down both 
columns to reach a conclusion.   

a student can always jot down 
something on a page and call it an 
outline, but it is hard for students to 
fool themselves into thinking that 
they know the material when faced 
with a blank half- (or full-) page.  This 
technique provides visual reinforcement 
of organizational structure and the 
importance of arguing specific facts in 
context. It also forces students to address 
each step in order.  For example, if you 
don’t know the rules, you need to stop 
and address that problem before you 
move on.   

Most first-year students have a partial 
or full left-hand column (the rules), and 
a nearly blank right-hand column (the 
facts).  That blank right-hand side of the 
page is a strong visual reminder that the 
FacTS are as important as the rULeS.  
I tell them to go back and read the fact 
pattern until you find the facts that you 
need to use.  It works horizontally, as 
well. when a student knows a fact is 
important, but does not know why, this 
forces him or her to think about where in 
the right-hand column that fact should 
be placed.  a fact is only important as it 

corresponds to some part of a rule, and 
reading across the page forces students 
to think about the facts in connection 
with specific rules, or subparts of rules.     

This technique is quick, low-tech and 
easy use in class.  I pass out a fact 
pattern and give them 20 minutes or 
so to outline it.  The technique can be 
used individually, or in small groups.  I 
sometimes follow up with some board 
work, drawing a dotted line down the 
whiteboard and asking students to tell 

me what to write and 
(more important) where to 
write it.  Then I can point 
to blank spots – what goes 
here?

I have also used this 
technique “backwards.” I 
advise students to use 

this technique to outline a model 
answer after a practice exam.  This is 
particularly helpful for students who feel 
overwhelmed or just don’t know where 
to begin, because they can see how the 
argument should be constructed.     

Students have consistently reported 
this technique as helpful in office hours 
and course evaluations.  In perhaps the 
ultimate testament, I frequently find 
vertically folded outlines in final exam 
blue books.

____________ 

Elizabeth Pendo is a Professor of Law and 
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs at Saint 
Louis University School of Law.  She can be 
reached at ependo@slu.edu. 

Breaking Down the Blank Page:  a Technique for Outlining 
essay Questions

By elizabeth Pendo, Saint Louis University School of Law

This technique is quick,  
low-tech and easy use in class. 
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Practical preparation, student 
focused, and serving the 
community are the essential 

components of the Charlotte School of 
Law (“CharlotteLaw”) mission.  With 
these concepts in mind, the wills clinical 
Lab (“Wills Clinic”) at CharlotteLaw was 
launched during the spring semester 
of 2010.  This article discusses the 
mechanics of the wills clinic, how the 
wills clinic embodies the future of legal 
education, and the lessons we learned 
along the way.

what is 
clinical Lab?
Many law school 
mission statements 
incorporate the 
need to prepare 
law students for the practice of law.  
however, law schools often struggle 
with how to provide meaningful 
experiences for large numbers of 
students.  The clinical lab, a one-hour 
weekly course of practical experience 
and classroom discussions, is a cost 
effective way to bridge the gap between 
clinical and doctrinal courses.  Moreover, 
the lab offers an alternative to in-house 
clinics and externships.

Fifteen third-year students participated 
in CharlotteLaw’s Wills Clinic.  The only 
pre-requisite was satisfactory completion 
of the wills, Trusts and estates course 
(“doctrinal course”).  In the wills clinic, 
we emphasized skills and lessons 
that were not covered in the doctrinal 
course.  The Wills Clinic offered an 
educational experience where students 
demonstrated their knowledge of an 
area of law by using their knowledge to 
assist clients.  each student was required 
to prepare a basic estate plan (will, 
Power of Attorney, Health Care Power 
of Attorney, and a Living Will) for at 
least two individuals seeking assistance 

through Legal Services of Southern 
Piedmont .

course Structure and 
Details
Mentor/Mentee Pairings
we wanted to provide positive role 
models to help motivate our students.  
each student in the clinic was paired 
with a mentor who was an active 
member of the North carolina bar.  
additionally, most of the mentors were 

members of the estate and probate 
division of the local bar.  The attorney 
reviewed the student’s work, was 
present for the execution ceremony, 
allowed the student to shadow him or 
her, and was there for advice.

Training Sessions
The training sessions included the 
following topics: professionalism, 
client interviewing and counseling, an 
overview of the documents and software, 
ethics, and a trust panel.

Professionalism
The first class training session was 
devoted to professionalism.  we stressed 
the importance of respecting the clients 
by calling them “Mr. or Mrs. X” rather 
than using their first names.  Issues 
such as timelines, proper business 
attire, and prompt correspondence and 
communication were addressed.  clients 
need to understand that their attorney 
cares about them.  Sometimes a phone 
call to check-in is all that is needed.  we 
discussed eliminating intrusions such 
as texting during a client meeting or 

meeting with a mentor.  Finally, we 
discussed the notion that reputation is 
hard to build but easy to destroy.  To 
that end, students were reminded to pay 
special attention to details with respect 
to correspondence and form documents.  
Any document that an attorney signs 
is important.  Lawyers build their 
credibility one block at a time.

Our clients were a diverse group—men 
and women, single and married, able-
bodied and handicapped, and they were 

of various races 
and nationalities.  
This session ended 
with a reminder to 
the students that 
they need to be 
sensitive to clients 
and colleagues from 

various social, economic, and ethnic 
backgrounds.

client Interviewing and 
counseling
In the second training session, we tackled 
the topic of client interviewing and 
counseling.  “a lawyer must be adept 
at general communication processes, 
as well as the peculiar interpersonal 
dynamics that can be involved in 
client interviewing.  a lawyer must 
be a sympathetic listener, a careful 
questioner, and a shrewd judge of people 
and situations.”   (Ursula h. weigold, 
The Attorney-Client Privilege as an Obstacle 
to the Professional and Ethical Development 
of Law Students, 33 PePP. L. reV. 
677, 683 (2006).)   This is especially 
important in the area of estate planning.  
It is important for the estate attorney to 
make sure that the client is comfortable 
enough to share information that may be 
relevant to the distribution of his or her 
estate.  In order to do this, the attorney 
must establish rapport with the client.

Practical Preparation, Student Focused, Serving the community 
− The Wills Clinical Lab Experience

By Camille M. Davidson, Charlotte School of Law

One of the most rewarding aspects of 
this clinic was to uncover problems  
that clients did not even know they had.

— continued on page 5
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The Documents, Software 
etc.
Though most of our training sessions 
were held in one-hour blocks, the third 
session required a three-hour window.  
During the session, we walked through 
each of these documents in detail—will, 
Power of Attorney, Health Care Power of 
Attorney, and  Living Will.  In addition, a 
local attorney demonstrated the software 
used at his firm to prepare documents.  
Both he and his paralegal talked about 
their respective roles in the process.  

ethical considerations
During the fourth training session we 
discussed the nuts and bolts of ethics.  
Generally, when one works with 
families, one sees the strong feelings 
that individual family members have 
about money and other family assets.   
Sometimes the assets have very little 
monetary value.  husbands and wives 
may think they have similar desires 
until discussions begin.  children may 
think they know their parents’ desires 
until discussions begin.  additionally, 
we wanted students to make sure that 
they understood who they represent.  
Often times, it is the adult child who 
contacts the attorney.  Sometimes this 
child is paying for the services.  even so, 
the child is not the client.  Documents 
need to clearly state the attorney-client 
relationships.  

Trust Panel
we convened a panel of lawyers and 
financial professionals for our final 
training session.  “assembling a panel 
of speakers on a topic is often a useful 
means of bringing the ‘real world’ 
into the class discussion, and giving 
the students an opportunity to see a 
range of views on a topic.”  (Mary Jo 
eyster, Designing and Teaching the Large 
Externship Clinic, 5 Clinical L. Rev. 347, 
374 (1999).)

The fifteen students were able to spend 
quality time with professionals and 
have questions answered in a friendly, 
professional environment.  The students 
were attentive and asked thought-
provoking questions.

Finally, though the students hear me 
impart valuable information to them 
during class sessions, somehow when 
practitioners state the same information 
the students ascribe greater validity to 
what is being said.  accordingly, the 
panel was able to reinforce information 
that students had heard before.  

court Observations, Peer 
Review and Reflections
“all professionals must be lifelong 
learners.”  (Roy Stuckey Et Al., Best 
Practices For Legal Education (2007).)  
The court observations, journals and 
reflection papers were mechanisms used 
to foster that potential.  I encouraged 
students to journal throughout the 
semester.  Many of the journal entries 
centered on the issue of access to justice 
and how many individuals need to have 
access to attorneys.  Many people do not 
realize that they need an attorney until a 
major issue has arisen.  Often times such 
a realization is made too late to receive 
effective help regarding the client’s 
problem.

Lessons Learned
It is no secret that many individuals who 
need lawyers are unable to pay for their 
services.  additionally, a large portion 
of the population thinks they only need 
lawyers if they are in trouble.  One of the 
most rewarding aspects of this clinic was 
to uncover problems that clients did not 
even know they had.

The majority of the clients were 
extremely appreciative of the services 
that we provided to them.  Students 
learned valuable information and 

received hands on experience.  The 
relationships established with the 
local bar are beneficial to the students, 
attorneys and the law school in general.  
additionally, the wills clinic is a 
good way to bridge the gap between 
traditional and skills faculty.

conclusion
The wills clinic was an invaluable 
experience and I would encourage 
other non-clinicians to teach a clinical 
lab at some point in their career.  Most 
of us learn best through practice and 
experience; legal education is no 
exception.  

The clinical lab is a low-cost alternative 
that provides some of the best aspects 
of both clinics and externships.  The 
clinical lab is a cost effective way 
to bridge the gap between clinical 
and doctrinal faculty and student 
educational experiences.  The lab is also 
a way to counter the apathy that often 
accompanies the third year of law school.  

The most rewarding aspect of the wills 
clinic for me as a professor was to 
see the growth in the students.  They 
honed skills such as “oral and written 
communication, client interviewing and 
fact investigation, client counseling, 
problem solving skills, and ethical 
judgment.”  (weigold at 680.)  More 
importantly, the students excelled 
beyond my wildest imagination.

____________

Camille M. Davidson is an Assistant 
Professor at Charlotte School of Law.  She 
can be reached at cdavidson@charlottelaw.
edu. A comprehensive article will appear in 
the Southern Illinois Law Journal vol. 35 
(fall 2010).

Practical Preparation
— continued from page 4
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In most law school classes, students 
develop skills in legal analysis 
through one particular delivery 

mechanism — the professor questions 
the students.  Professors often draw their 
questioning techniques from variants of 
the Socratic Method. 

The functional importance of questioning 
is well-established. Questioning can elicit 
useful information, trigger analytical 
thought, create a dialogue between 
people, and further the relationship 
between speakers. Moreover, questioning 
signifies engagement in the subject 
matter and is emblematic of a broader 
intellectual curiosity. Thus, questioning 
relates to learning and, more specifically, 
is symbolic of cognitive thinking.

Yet, interestingly, with questioning 
such an important part of learning, it 
is generally only 
the professor who 
practices questioning 
techniques in class, 
not the students. If 
questioning is so 
important, why not 
have students learn 
to improve their own questioning skills 
in a controlled setting where they can get 
feedback?  

while students ask questions during 
moot court, trial advocacy, or deposition 
training experiences, students are 
generally the recipients, not the 
proponents of questions in class — 
unless the students act as independent 
intervenors. as an alternative 
framework, we can intentionally 
teach students to ask questions by 
dedicating class-time to practice the 
art and skill of questioning. This short 
component of a class would be designed 
to assist students in improving their 
own proficiency in asking on-point, 
communicative, and analytically 
beneficial questions. 

One method for teaching 
students effective 
questioning techniques
1. have all students in the class write 

out their questions for approximately 
four or five minutes. This “all-write” 
concept promotes participation and 
allows students time to reflect and 
deliberate on their approaches. 

2. Select students from different parts 
of the room to ask three or four 
questions each. The questions should 
be wrapped around a particular 
role-play set-up. The more specific 
the directions, the better, such as 
having students conduct a direct 
examination of a defendant in a torts 
negligence trial in which the plaintiff 
has testified in a particular manner. 

3. The professor should make some 
nonjudgmental observations about 
the questions, as well as highlight 
one area for improvement.  at the 
end of all of the questioning, the 
professor can make some general 
comments about the questioning that 
occurred and how questioning can 
be relevant for the students.

4. Note that the questioning generally 
works better when directed within a 
particular context. 

Possible contexts include the following:

Students Question a “Witness” — 
Students have often observed witnesses 
in popular culture and sometimes in 
actual court cases. Thus, questioning 
witnesses is within the comfort zone of 

students, can transform students into 
lawyers, and can engage even large 
classes. This use of witnesses is ideal for 
a practice-oriented course, like evidence, 
but is useful in any course where 
distilling and organizing facts matters. 
a student “witness” can be briefed on 
his or her role before class and called 
to the front of the class to answer three 
types of questions – background, setting 
the scene, and the action in question.  
For example, a plaintiff in a negligence 
action involving an auto accident in 
a shopping center parking lot, can be 
asked about her background, the parking 
lot, and how the accident happened.  The 
important facts depend on whether this 
is a Torts, evidence or civil Procedure 
class, for example, and how the facts 
are being used.  a variant on the “all-

write” approach is 
to have small groups 
of three or four 
students develop 
group questions, 
with everyone 
assigned a role – 
questioner, scribe, 
“devil’s advocate,” 

and co-questioner.

Students Question a “Client” — These 
questions also place the students in the 
role of a lawyer and allow students to 
sift through facts and engage in a variety 
of lawyering skills. This framework 
also can be used in classes across the 
curriculum.

Students Question a Judge about the 
Judge’s Opinion — This questioning 
can show students that a judge’s 
rationale or statement of a rule is 
subject to questioning and alternative 
formulations. This can be useful for 
newer students learning about issues, 
rules and analysis, as well as for more 
experienced students focusing on a 
nuanced point of law. Students can be 

reversing the Norm: Promoting Student Questioning 
Proficiency

By Steven I. Friedland, elon University School of Law

... the reversal technique encourages 
students to cultivate good questioning 
practices on their own ...

— continued on page 7
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assigned to play the role of the judge, 
leading those students to a larger (or 
smaller) appreciation of how the judge 
constructed the opinion.

Students Propound Interrogatories 
on a Party — while this mechanism 
is especially appropriate to civil 
Procedure, it also applies to any course 
in which the professor wants a different 
vehicle for approaching a hypothetical 
problem. Student questions would have 
to identify the critical issues and begin 
to create the analytical structure for 
resolving the problem.  Thus, in a civil 
Procedure class, students can be given 
the opportunity to propound three or 
four interrogatories to a plaintiff who 
claims a federal court has jurisdiction 

based on diversity of citizenship.  Or, in 
a constitutional Law class, students can 
be given a hypothetical problem about 
segregation in a school district and told 
they represent the plaintiffs in a lawsuit.  
The plaintiffs can then be asked to 
create three to four interrogatories to the 
defendant school district about unknown 
or ambiguous facts that will assist them 
in showing intentional discrimination. 

Students Ask About the Components 
of an Opinion – This structure can be 
used as a means of directed homework 
for a case assigned to 1Ls. Instead of just 
asking students to read a case, students 
can be asked to come up with two 
questions each about an issue in the case, 
the pertinent legal rule or principle, the 

reversing the Norm
— continued from page 6

here is the very best way to 
teach.  If I have the capability 
of speaking in an articulate 

or even inspiring manner, but do 
not exhibit a suitable willingness to 
adapt my activities to your needs and 
interests, then I am only making hollow 
noises.  My teaching is not for show 
but to help you equip yourself with 
meaningful skills and purpose.  If I 
exercise unusual foresight and insight, 
and show extraordinary persistence 
with regard to both, but do not bend 
my capabilities to your service, then my 
teaching means nothing.  It is you who 
should be enlarged in your heart, skills, 
compassion, and understanding, not me 
in my claims of teaching expertise.  If I 
give everything I have to teaching—even 
sacrificing my own well-being—but do 
so for my own pride and satisfaction 
rather than for your deliberate benefit, 
then I have really done nothing.  

My teaching should be both persistent 
and sensitive.  It should have no aspect 
of competitiveness, showiness, or pride 

Teaching Philosophy Statement of Nelson P. Miller
in it.  It should affront no one, place 
before you no obstacle to learning, and 
instead seek to serve you even in a 
personal and intuitive rather than purely 
planned or formal fashion.  It is certainly 
not for my own purposes.  Its rejection, 
or my insult, does not anger me.  Indeed, 
I should not even remember if you 
offend me in some way.  I am not pleased 
when you are harmed or belittled by 
or through me but rather when you 
flourish and benefit, particularly when 
you discover underlying premises 
leading you to an understanding of how 
an inherently noble, teleological, and 
eschatological world operates.  I aim 
always to protect your love for learning 
and to always hope, trust, and persevere 
that you should learn.

This kind of teaching never fails.  
Personal encouragement, memorizing 
rules, and talking about it all make for 
only temporary success.  But when you 
truly comprehend and embrace a subject 
for all it is worth, success is permanent.  
It means helping you to stop the childish 

holding, and the rationale the judge used 
to resolve the case.

By expressly promoting student 
questioning in class using these or other 
methods, the professor gives that type 
of questioning  legitimacy. In addition, 
the reversal technique encourages 
students to cultivate good questioning 
practices on their own, and, perhaps 
most importantly, advances the learning 
process through a different road than the 
one most taken.

____________ 

Steven I. Friedland is a Professor of Law at 
Elon University School of Law. He can be 
reached at sfriedland2@elon.edu. 

talk and instead to think, reason, and talk 
like a mature learner.  when you and I 
are working together to learn, we may 
not see the things we study clearly at 
first, but soon we will see clearly.  When 
we are learning, we only know some 
of what must be learned, but soon we 
will learn all we must know—especially 
learning what others already know about 
us.  In other words, we will learn first 
to criticize ourselves, not others.  But 
no matter how we study together, we 
will share a reassurance, expectation, 
and overriding willingness to help one 
another along this path of learning.  For 
in the end it is that willingness to care 
for one another that is most important.  
The best teaching communicates the 
hope, promise, and reward of an active 
reordering of the self for service.

____________ 

Nelson P. Miller is Associate Dean and 
Professor at The Thomas M. Cooley Law 
School.  He can be reached at millern@cooley.
edu.  
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To give students practice writing 
about course topics, every few 
weeks I start the class by engaging 

students in focused writing. I used 
to try to fit writing exercises in at the 
end of class, but would often allow 
insufficient time for the exercise or its 
discussion. having writing exercises at 
the beginning of class provides a starting 
point for the class discussion and allows 
me to provide the class with feedback 
during the session. 

Focus writing 
As with every class, I post a written 
agenda for the class on a slide or on 
the board. On writing days, the topic 
and “writing” will be first on the 
agenda. After briefly taking care of any 
administrative details, I tell the students 
to get their pens or keyboards ready. 
when everyone is present, I reveal the 
question, tell the students they have 
8 minutes to write without reference 
to notes and texts, and start the timer. 
when they start, I start, answering 
the same question. For example, in a 
Remedies class on specific performance, 
the focus question might be, “when is a 
client entitled to the remedy of specific 
performance?” Depending on the topic, 
I might add, “Provide at least one clear 
example and one ambiguous example.” 

Students start writing from what they 
remember. This shows them what they 
have retained of the material so far. If 
they have run out of ideas before the 
time has expired, they can consult their 
notes and course materials. If everyone 
is fully engaged in writing, when one 
minute remains, I ask students if they 
want more time. If they do, I add three or 
four minutes to the exercise. If students 
are done early, I cut the time short, 
usually providing them with a 60 second 
warning that they should complete their 
thought and then turn their attention to 
the rest of the class. 

Debriefing the focus 
writing
When everyone has finished writing, 
we discuss what students have written. 
Students each contribute one point, 
starting with the topic’s general legal 
rules, then moving to sub-rules and 
exceptions. I capture the points on the 
board. Going around the room, they 
explain how their contribution relates to 
other points already on the board. we 
continue until no one has added new 
material. If all the important points are 
included, we have an outline of the topic. 
If points are missing, I ask questions or 
pose hypotheticals to trigger additional 
contributions. 

Once we have a thorough outline of the 
topic, we move on to clear examples, 
testing them against the outline. when 
we get to the ambiguous examples, 
students make arguments for different 
results, referring to the topic outline 
on the board. as we work through 
the analysis, students usually realize 
they have questions and gaps in their 
understanding about how to apply the 
analysis. as we discuss their questions 
and make arguments, I point out where 
we are in the class agenda and draw 
their attention to areas that tend to be 
the most problematic in practice and 
on exams. Depending on the topic’s 
complexity and the kinds of examples 
students generate, the discussion will 
take most of the class. 

Variations
 In large classes, after they have finished 
writing, students will first create the 
collective outline in groups, and I’ll call 
on groups to individually contribute 
material to get the outline on the board. 
In working through examples, students 
will pick the best ambiguous example 
in the group, and offer that one for class 
discussion. Groups will be assigned to 
prepare and argue for different answers 

to ambiguous examples, using law, facts, 
and policy. 

Benefits of having 
students write at the 
beginning of class
• The class starts with a quiet calm as 

we all write in near silence. 

• all students are immediately 
engaged in learning and rehearsing 
what they have learned.  

• Students are motivated to learn 
because they realize where they have 
questions. 

• Students get excited when they 
realize how much more they know 
about the topic than they did before 
the course.

• Students practice writing about the 
topic.

• Students experience variety, which 
generates energy.

• I learn about students’ 
misunderstandings and can correct 
them immediately.

• Discussion is enriched as students 
have collaborated in building an 
outline and generating examples.

• Students contribute a wider range 
of examples than I tend to produce 
alone. 

• Students can solve more 
sophisticated problems later in the 
class as they have already engaged 
in four different kinds of learning 
activities on the topic: writing, 
talking, seeing an outline, and 
listening. 

____________ 

Sophie Sparrow is a Professor at New 
Hampshire School of Law and a Consultant 
for the Institute for Law Teaching and 
Learning. She can be reached at ssparrow@
piercelaw.edu.

Focus writing for Doctrinal classes

By Sophie Sparrow, New hampshire School of Law (formerly Franklin Pierce Law center)
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One of my core goals as a law 
teacher is to facilitate my 
students’ development of a 

commitment to lifelong learning (“the 
will”) and their ability to engage in 
independent, self-regulated learning 
(“the skill”).  Students, however, do 
not naturally develop either the will or 
the skill.  consequently, I have created 
a requirement I call the “Professional 
Development Obligation” (PDO) for my 
contracts students.

On the first day of class, I let students 
know my goals for the requirement 
and how they can satisfy it, and I try to 
remind the students of the requirement 
periodically throughout the semester.   
Over the years, I have come to realize 
more and more how much students 
value and benefit 
from having control 
over their own 
learning processes; 
thus, every year 
or so, I expand 
the number of 
alternative ways 
students can satisfy the PDO.

although I have the occasional student 
who concludes the entire requirement 
is “busy work,” most regard it as a 
helpful tool in their learning process in 
my contracts course.  Below I explain 
how I articulate the requirement to my 
students, the benefits of the requirement, 
and describe a few of the pitfalls.

How I Articulate the PDO 
to My Students  
The PDO is fully addressed in my 
syllabus.  The portion of my syllabus 
that addresses the PDO follows.  (My 
syllabus also explains that the PDO 
counts for 10% of each student’s grade in 
the course.) 

Mandatory Professional 
Development Work and Essay

• Like most law professors around the 
country, one of my goals is to give 
you the skills, knowledge and values 
you need to be able to learn and 
grow as a professional.  I therefore 
have chosen to make these skills 
an explicit and graded part of my 
course. 

• I also have serious doubts about 
the common law school practice of 
evaluating students using a system 
that gives no credit to motivation, 
effort, and creativity and in which 
your entire course grade depends 
upon a single examination. 

• all students who complete the 

work described below will get at 
least 70% of the points available 
for this portion of your grade.  I 
am reserving the last 30% of your 
score to reward students who write 
insightful essays, who do more than 
the minimum, and whose insights 
and efforts are excellent.

• Because you are in the best position 
to evaluate what you need to do to 
grow as a professional in the context 
of my course, I have decided to give 
you several options to meet this 
course requirement and to allow you 
to choose how to do so.  No matter 
which option you choose, you must 
hand in, on the last day of class 
before the final, (1) evidence of your 
efforts and (2) a two-page essay in 
which you identify which option(s) 
you have chosen, the bases for your 

Professional Development Obligation
By Michael Hunter Schwartz, Washburn University School of Law

Over the years, I have come to realize 
more and more how much students 
value and benefit from having control 
over their own learning processes ...

— continued on page 11

choice(s), and what you have learned 
from your efforts.

Options
Option 1: Keeping a Professional 
Development Journal. You may satisfy 
your professional development 
obligation by continuing to keep a 
journal, making at least one entry every 
week responding to the “Professional 
Development Reflection Questions” 
in Contracts: A Context and Practice 
Casebook.  You may answer as many or 
as few questions as you like as long as 
each entry is at least 500 words.  Your 
evidence must include your journal and 
a statement that your entries are all 500 
or more in length.
Option 2: Taking the Optional Multiple-

Choice Quizzes and 
Reflecting on Your 
Results. each week 
or two, I will be 
posting optional 
multiple-choice 
quizzes to the 
course webpage.  
The quizzes 

will be designed to test whether you 
have learned the skills, knowledge and 
values that are the subject of that week’s 
assignments and class discussions.  To 
satisfy your professional development 
obligation in this way, you must take 
every quiz, evaluate, for each question 
you answered incorrectly on each quiz, 
why your answer was wrong and why 
the correct answer was correct, and 
decide how you will use your results on 
each quiz to improve your learning in 
this and your other classes.

Option 3: Course Webpage Postings.  
You also can meet your professional 
development obligation by posting at 
least 10 significant comments to the 
course webpage for this class.  (See 
below for a definition of “significant 
comments”).  with 75 or so students, 
I cannot always meet the needs of 
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every one of you.  Postings give me 
an additional teaching resource, 
especially because students can meet 
the requirement by asking or answering 
questions.  In fact, if you understand 
something well enough to clearly explain 
it to someone else, you have mastered it.  
additionally, because I can resolve some 
student confusion outside the classroom, 
I can devote more classroom time to 
building your analytical skills and the 
other learning goals for the class.  I also 
believe some students learn better from 
reading and writing, and the posting 
requirement supports that need. Finally, 
I want to try to promote collaboration 
and peer-help because, in my opinion, 
law school is too competitive.

 What is a “significant 
comment”?  You have 
considerable flexibility 
to decide what types 
of comments you wish 
to make.  Significant 
comments include: (1) 
original statements 
about the cases and 
rules of law we are 
studying, the policies that underlie 
those rules and cases, and how to apply 
the rules and apply and distinguish 
the cases; (2) original examples or non-
examples of any of the legal concepts 
we are studying; (3) questions about 
any of the materials we are studying 
(so long as the question does not reflect 
a failure to attempt course work); (4) 
original exam-like hypotheticals raising 
any of the issues we are studying; (5) 
answers to any other student’s question 
or hypothetical; (6) critiques of another 
student’s answer of a question or 
hypothetical, (7) reflections on your use 
of the self-regulated learning cycle for 
your work in this class; (8) reflections on 
the use, applicability and effectiveness 
of any learning strategy you have used 
in this class or in any other class; and (9) 
outlines, flowcharts, and practice hypos 

you have created in preparing for the 
midterm and final in this class.  

Option 4: Making it Real.  adult learners 
benefit from seeing the real-world 
implications of what they are learning.  
consequently, I want to reward those 
of you who stay current on the news, 
enjoy scouring the Internet, and find 
applications of the concepts you are 
learning in real-life news stories or in 
contracts you have seen or signed.  I also 
greatly appreciate students who take the 
time to figure out the relevant rule of law 
in the state where they intend to practice 
law. To meet this obligation, you need 
to bring the newspaper article, Internet 
posting, contract, statute or court opinion 
within one week of our study of the 

concept to which your submission relates 
and submit a one paragraph explanation 
of how your submission relates to the 
concept we are learning/ have learned.

Option 5: A Combination of the Choices.  
Finally, to meet your professional 
development obligation, you may do a 
combination of the other four options.  
If you choose this option, you are 
responsible for determining whether the 
portion of each option you have done, 
when combined with the other options 
you have chosen, reflects the required 
quantity of work.  (For example, you can 
meet the requirement by completing all 
the requirements for 3 of the 6 quizzes 
(50%), by doing 3 of the required 14 
journal entries (~21%), and by making 
three of the required 10 substantial 
postings to the course webpage (30%).)

The Benefits of the PDO 
requirement
  as my explanation to my students 
makes clear, the PDO is designed to help 
students develop their self-regulated 
learning skills and take control over their 
own learning.  It also adds an additional 
assessment to my assessment package, 
engages students in activities that help 
them develop as contracts students and 
as professionals, and rewards students 
who are willing to work hard and 
manage their time.

Pitfalls 
In the past, I had disclosed the obligation 
at the beginning of the semester in class 
and in my syllabus and never mentioned 

it again.  I have 
found that I get 
better submissions 
and students 
learn more when 
I remind them of 
the requirement 
throughout the 
semester.  rushed, 

end-of-the-semester submissions end up 
becoming little more than busy-work.  
I also learned that I had to make the 
percentage of the final grade a significant 
enough number to give students an 
incentive not to blow off the PDO and 
live with the grade consequences; 10% 
seems to be sufficient.

____________ 

Michael Hunter Schwartz is Professor 
of Law and Associate Dean for Faculty 
and Academic Development at Washburn 
University School of Law. He can be reached 
at michael.schwartz@washburn.edu.

Professional Development
— continued from page 10

rushed, end-of-the-semester 
submissions end up becoming little 
more than busy-work.
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“So, our (learning) environment is 
not a neutral place. We educators are 
either growing dendrites or letting 
them wither and die. The trick is to 
determine what determines enriched 
environments.”  −Marian Diamond

Upon entering law school, I was 
older than the average 1L, 
having spent eight years in 

education as a teacher and curriculum 
writer. I was steeped in learning theory 
and methodology after completing an 
M.ed. in curriculum and instruction. 
when classes began, I was disheartened 
to find that few courses used teaching 
methodologies or course formats driving 
learning in ways I 
knew to be effective. 
Nearly every class used 
basic lecture and exam 
structure. One exception 
was civil Procedure, 
which offered formative 
assessment and a variety 
of assignment types to 
introduce new students to the practice 
of law. as I moved through school, the 
latter types of courses were the exception 
to the rule. It was a surprise and a 
disappointment to find the same lag in 
teaching methods, research, and use of 
technology in legal teaching that hinders 
much of K-12 reform. 

Two key elements are missing in the 
course format dominant in law school 
teaching:  focused assessment and 
meaningful feedback. Learning theory 
and research at every academic level 
tells us that meaningful feedback 
about a learner’s skill or knowledge is 
the connection which drives learning. 
Meaningful feedback is given in response 
to varied and on-going assessment by the 
instructor. This type of feedback has five 
key components.  It is:

1. Timely,

2. corrective, 

3. Directed at a specific skill or area of 
substantive knowledge, 

4. Specific in communicating what was 
done well and what was not, and 

5. Specific in communicating how to 
improve. 

cognitive research tells us that feedback 
without context or detail is useless and 
negatively impacts achievement.

The cumulative, curved final exam fails 
as a useful feedback mechanism to drive 
learning.

The exam grade as an evaluation is not 
timely, meaning delivered soon after the 
assignment is submitted, when the task 
and performance criteria are fresh in the 

minds of student and instructor. It is not 
corrective or specific in communicating 
what was done well and not well. 
The grade is given without context or 
comment. It evaluates the learner’s 
performance relative to other learners 
rather than how well the material was 
mastered. The learner’s skill gap is never 
identified or addressed. Consequently, 
the learner may resolve to try harder, but 
cannot adjust his approach accurately 
without knowing the crucial details 
of where and how he went wrong. a 
sense of futility can set in as the student 
continues trying to solve the puzzle of 
exam success to no avail. The student 
begins to believe that higher achievement 
is beyond reach.  

The primary focus of law schools 
should be student learning. responding 
effectively to students requires 
acknowledging that there are multiple 
ways that students learn. assessment 

should drive instruction, not the other 
way around. This means that every 
law school class should include varied 
and on-going assessment as the vehicle 
for delivering meaningful feedback to 
learners. If students know where their 
skills are strong and weak, where gaps 
remain, and how they can better direct 
their efforts to improve, they will re-
engage with the learning process when 
setbacks arise. To reach all students, 
each class should begin with a formative 
assessment, an assignment which is 
not graded and returned in a timely 
fashion with specific notes on knowledge 
mastery and performance.  

The lecture course culminating in the 
“issue-spotting” 
style exam graded 
on a curve is a useful 
way for law firms, 
law schools, and 
professors to sort 
students, but it is only 
tangentially related 
to lawyering. Law 

students invest two to three years of 
earnings and a large chunk of future 
earnings in loans to acquire a legal 
education which will shape them into 
competent, working lawyers, worthy 
of the bar, of a client’s trust, and a 
reasonable fee. For what they have 
invested, students should be given the 
opportunity to learn the law and how to 
practice it.  assignments introducing and 
practicing a variety of skills should be 
part of every course. 

There is a whole world of engagement, 
learning theory and technology law 
teachers can use to help struggling 
students. It is imperative that 
legal teachers provide learning 
opportunities through varied modes and 
methodologies to improve the quality 
of education and increase the level of 
individualized attention students receive. 
Many law schools are responding to 

Learning as Top Priority in the Law School classroom
By Samira Guyot

Two key elements are missing in the 
course format dominant in law school 
teaching:  focused assessment and 
meaningful feedback.

— continued on page 13
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this need with skill-focused courses or 
enhanced offerings in specialized law. 
however, without changing how courses 
are taught, how information is presented 
and processed, these changes will have 
little impact on learning outcomes. Are 
law schools across the country willing to 
experiment with change? I hope so.

The good news is that legal teachers 
do not have to wait for the culture of 
law schools to change to dramatically 
improve their teaching methods 
and enhance student learning. 
Simple changes 
in the logistics of 
organizing classroom 
discussion, seating, 
and incorporating 
technology to assist 
instruction can easily 
enrich a static learning 
environment. 

here are some easy-to-implement 
ideas to super-charge learning in your 
classroom this term. 

embrace Formative 
assessment
commit to conducting a formative 
assessment in each course – an 
assignment which is not graded and 
returned in a timely fashion with 
specific notes. It is a weather report 
of where your students are, how they 
write, and what they know about what 
you want to teach them. armed with 
this information, you can focus your 
instruction on key concepts while 
jettisoning ideas already mastered. 
Similarly, legal teachers can commit 
to administer at least one mid-term, 
graded assessment included as part of 
the final grade. A formative and a mid-
term assessment provides the learners 
with an evaluation of their performance 
level at a crucial time during the course, 
when they can re-double and focus their 
efforts.

Refine the Outline; Bring 
On the Mind-Map
after several weeks of class, meet 
with each student and ask for their 
outlines. Students spend an excessive 
amount of time making and revising 
outlines. Unfortunately, these dedicated 
students are often terrible at reducing 
the information in the document to the 
point where it is useful in an exam. high 
grades on cumulative exams correlate 
with outlines of 20 pages, but most 
students haul security-blanket outlines 

of 60 to 100 pages into an exam. a long 
outline slows the student down on 
an exam and it is a poor tool for legal 
analysis. Most students use the classic 
outline, because it’s what everybody else 
does or what they think they “should” 
use. Give them permission to work with 
the material in a non-linear format.

Legal analysis is all about parsing out 
which issues are important and how 
one case or concept relates to another 
to resolve a problem. a linear outline 
does not easily convey overarching 
themes or how key cases interact to form 
policy. The student can continuously 
pack in more information without 
actually engaging the material. For this 
type of thinking, a mind-map or any 
number of visual tools, such as graphic 
organizers, charts, and graphs are more 
useful to depict the interaction of cases 
and concepts.  when a student makes a 
graphic organizer, chart, or mind-map, 
he is forced to perform the analysis in 
the process of producing the document. 
Introduce visual and varied ways of 
organizing course information to your 

Learning as Top Priority 

— continued from page 12

students if for no other reason that 
Generation Y students are highly visual 
and attuned to variety in presentations. 
Create a mind-map of the five key cases 
in your course as a group and watch 
your student thinking become more 
nuanced and clear over time. 

Introduce accountability 
Into Your classroom 
although law students are adult 
learners, they are not experts on learning. 
Learners of every age benefit from a 

structured educational 
format. Don’t be afraid 
to set boundaries and 
guidelines for your 
class. For example, if 
you don’t want laptops 
used for anything 
but note-taking in 

your classroom, say so by setting that 
expectation on the first day of class. If 
you want students to show up to class 
every day, take attendance. If you want 
to make your program accessible to all 
students, record your lectures and make 
them available on the course website 
(a real benefit for auditory learners.) 
You can add accountability to this 
by requiring a mini-response to the 
recording, such as a youtube video or a 
hand-out on key concepts from the class. 

Give quizzes. In a typical law school 
class, the majority of learning is 
passive, which makes it difficult for 
students to self-assess how well they 
know the material. The depth of a 
student’s knowledge usually becomes 
clear to him about two weeks before 
the exam. Save your students from 
themselves by providing review 
opportunities. Set up exercises on the 
course website that students can take 
complete once for credit and re-do as 
many times as they wish.  Perform 
on-going mini-assessments and have 
students get creative in working with 

— continued on page 18

... legal teachers do not have to wait for 
the culture of law schools to change to 
dramatically improve their teaching 
methods and enhance student learning. 
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The legal academy places great 
effort in diversifying the student 
body to include more racial and 

ethnic minorities, more international 
students, and even students from 
different parts of the United States.  
Many law schools have made great 
progress in adding diversity to the 
student body, with many succeeding in 
creating a gender balance representative 
of the general population.  however, 
beyond including more women, 
minorities, and geographically diverse 
students, law schools must prepare 
students for their profession while 
avoiding teaching methods that create 
a discriminatory environment for those 
diverse students.  Unfortunately, too 
much of the recent empirical research 
and anecdotal  
reports suggest that 
the legal curriculum 
does create a 
divide for diverse 
students. although 
the legal academy 
is currently exploring modifications 
to the curriculum that could address 
some of these problems, less attention 
has been given to possible fundamental 
contributing factors like conversational 
styles.  This article builds upon 
Deborah Tannen’s research about 
the sociolinguistics of conversational 
styles, as discussed in her audio book, 
Communication Matters II:  That’s Not 
What I Meant!:  The Sociolinguistics 
of Everyday Conversation.  The article 
begins to apply this research on how 
diverse conversational styles can lead 
to unintended discrimination in the law 
school setting.

when people communicate, they not 
only use their words, but also use tone, 
body language, rhythm, and other 

communication customs to convey 
meaning.  These customs vary primarily 
by region, but also can vary by gender, 
socio-economic status, sometimes by 
ethnicity, and even by profession.  

Unfortunately, communities tend to 
teach a conversational style as absolute 
rather than as culturally-based.  For 
example, a parent will often say to a 
child, “show respect to your elders 
by looking at them when they talk to 
you,” as opposed to “in our culture, we 
show respect to our elders by looking 
at them when they talk to us, though in 
other cultures, youngsters show respect 
by looking down and not making eye 
contact.”  however, many of the customs 
that are used with one group can mean 
something completely different in a 

different group.  When conversational 
styles differ, people often misunderstand 
each other’s intent and meaning.  Thus, 
many people impute personality traits 
on others based on their conversational 
style without any awareness that their 
judgments stem from interpretations of 
conversational style.

In the law school setting, this 
phenomenon can lead professors 
and students to misunderstand one 
another’s meaning or intention.  
although some miscommunication 
is inevitable, it becomes problematic 
when miscommunication occurs more 
for diverse students than for others, 
especially when the miscommunication 
leads to grade adjustments for 
participation or lost opportunities 

for student learning, counseling, and 
mentorship.  

Sample elements of 
conversational Styles
eye gaze is one of the most obvious 
conversational style differences.  In 
some middle-class american cultures, 
a listener demonstrates interest by 
maintaining eye gaze.  however, in 
some other cultures, a listener shows 
respect and attention by averting eye 
gaze.  Thus, a diverse student might 
intend to demonstrate respect by looking 
away while listening, but the professor 
could interpret this body language 
as “disinterested.”  In the law school 
classroom, female or ethnically diverse 
students might look down when called 

upon as a sign of 
respect to the professor.  
The professor could 
interpret the lack 
of eye contact as 
being unprepared, 
embarrassed, or 

unwilling to participate.  These types of 
interpretations could negatively impact 
diverse students’ grades.  

conversely, a professor might 
demonstrate interest while maintaining 
gaze while listening to a student, but 
the student might interpret the gaze as 
intimidating.  In my role as an academic 
Support professor, I often had diverse 
students confide, “I wanted to ask the 
professor a lot more questions, but he 
just kept staring at me, so I knew he 
wanted me out of his office.”  

Similarly, in some middle-class 
american cultures, a speaker makes 
and breaks eye contact repeatedly to 
show interest but avoid intimidating 
the listener.  In other cultures, if a 
speaker stops looking at the listener, it 

Thank You for adding Diversity, Now conform:  Understanding 
Diversity of conversational Style in classroom Participation and 
academic advising

By Hillary Burgess, Charlotte School of Law

— continued on page 15

When conversational styles differ, people 
often misunderstand each other’s intent  
and meaning.
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demonstrates disinterest or disrespect for 
the listener.  

The customs for when one person is 
done speaking and another should begin 
also vary significantly by region.  For 
example, in many parts of the United 
States, a speaker demonstrates that he or 
she is done speaking with a significantly 
lengthy pause; anything shorter is just 
a break for the talker and the listener to 
reflect upon what the talker just said, 
though the talker intends to continue 
talking.  In the northeast, the pause time 
indicating that the listener can now 
begin speaking is significantly shorter.  
Thus, when someone from the northeast 
begins talking because 
their southern 
or Midwestern 
conversational 
partner paused, the 
conversational partner 
could interpret the 
northeasterner partner 
as interrupting, and hence, rude or 
disinterested.  In a classroom setting, 
a student might pause “briefly” mid-
sentence, the professor might incorrectly 
assume that the student has nothing 
more to say and begin talking or asking 
questions again.  In the same scenario, 
the student might interpret the professor 
as “interrupting,” and might add the 
extra layer of interpretation that the 
student provided the wrong answer 
or that the professor does not like the 
student.  

In other cultures, a speaker indicates 
that he is done talking by repeating 
the main point or last few points.  The 
speaker intends for the listener to 
interject when the listener understands 
the concept and has something of value 
to add.  when such a talker converses 
with someone who will only take a turn 
when the talker has paused, the listener 

Thank You for adding 
Diversity

— continued from page 14

can interpret the talker as obnoxious, 
conceited, or even an indication that the 
talker does not believe the listener is 
intellectually capable of understanding 
the talker because of the repetition.  In 
the same scenario, the talker interprets 
the listener’s silence as disinterest or 
lack of capacity to contribute to the 
conversation.  

There are more than a dozen elements 
of conversational style preferences that 
impact the way people communicate 
with each other, including amplitude, 
physical distance between speakers, 
directness, and agonism.  In her 
audio book, Deborah Tannen 

thoroughly reviews various aspects of 
communication styles that vary amongst 
diverse populations as well as the 
problems that arise when conversational 
styles differ.  

Impact in Law School
Conversational style differences 
have many impacts that could create 
unintended discriminatory learning 
environments.  The most obvious impact 
of conversational style differences is 
classroom participation, and hence 
participation grades.  

Conversational style differences in 
the classroom might inhibit diverse 
students from seeking help from their 
professors outside of the classroom.  
Even if diverse students do attend office 
hours, style differences might lead to 
misunderstanding between professors 
and students.  

Perhaps the least obvious but potentially 
most harmful impact that conversational 
style mismatches could have on diverse 
students is the ability to find mentors in 
law school.  If conversational differences 
lead a diverse student to have difficulty 
finding a mentor who both wants to 
mentor them and with whom the student 
feels comfortable, this lack of mentoring 
could lead to lower grades, fewer 
recommendations, and a less developed 
network, which could impact career 
opportunities. 

additionally, as law schools force 
students to conform to the local and 
legal communication style customs, the 

legal academy distances 
law students from their 
community of origin.  
as the student adapts to 
a new communication 
style, the student 
becomes less able to 
return to the community 

and communicate well with diverse 
clients.  consequently, unintentional 
discrimination surrounding 
communication styles in law school 
can extend beyond law students to the 
general community.  

Possible Solutions
Schools could evaluate their own 
programs to determine whether women 
and diverse students tend to earn fewer 
participation points, have less positive 
experiences in the classroom, or tend to 
be mentored less.  If the data suggests 
there is a discriminatory impact, 
conversational styles might be part of the 
cause.  

Deborah Tannen, a conversational styles 
expert from Georgetown University, 
suggests that just being aware of 
differences in conversational styles 
helps ameliorate the problems.  People 

— continued on page 16

There are more than a dozen elements of 
conversational style preferences that impact  
the way people communicate with each other ...
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how to communicate with diverse clients 
as part of professional readiness training.  
although we have a duty to ensure that 
our students can communicate within 
the legal discourse community, we 
also have an obligation to the greater 
community to attempt to minimize the 
alienation that our discourse customs 
have with diverse clients.  

conclusion
Diversifying our student and our 
faculty bodies is a necessary first step 
to diversifying the legal profession.  
However, diversification can lead to 
more discrimination if law schools 
force students to conform to the local 
customary way of communicating.  
Thereby losing the benefit of 
diversifying, which could add diverse 
ideas, approaches, and styles to the 
student body and to the profession.  It 
is not fair to the profession, ethical to 
students, or beneficial to the clients 
lawyers serve to accept diverse students, 
thank them for adding diversity, and 
then implicitly mandate that they 
conform to local legal customs of 
conversational style.  

____________ 

Hillary Burgess is an Assistant Professor at 
Charlotte School of Law. She can be reached 
at hburgess@charlottelaw.edu.

who are aware of other conversational 
styles might be less inclined to make 
personality judgments about others 
whose conversational style differs.  
additionally, some people are able to 
adapt their conversational style based 
on the person in front of them.  For 
example, if someone realizes that the 
conversational partner wants greater 
lapse time between talkers, the person 
can pause for a longer time after 
speaking to give the other person a 
chance to contribute to the conversation.  
Similarly, the person can purposefully 
wait a longer time after the other person 
pauses before beginning to speak.  
Therefore, the first step that law schools 
could take to alleviate the possible 
discrimination between professors and 
diverse students would be to provide 
training to the faculty about different 
conversational styles and how to adapt 
to accommodate diverse styles.

Individually, faculty can reflect upon 
the judgments they are making about 
a student that might be more about a 
different conversational style than about 
the personality or intellectual capabilities 
of the student.  Being open to different 
interpretations could reduce unintended 
discrimination on the part of the 
professor.  The school could form groups 
to discuss whether conversational style 
difference might be impacting students 

who are struggling with their grades or 
the new law school culture.  

however, the judgments faculty make 
about students are only half of the 
problem.  Students also make judgments 
about faculty members based on 
different conversational styles.  For 
example, some students might find a 
faculty member who does not abide 
by eye contact or pausing customs 
to be “aggressive” or rude.  while 
faculty can attempt to adjust their own 
conversational style to match individual 
students, it is important for professors 
to do so based on their experience with 
an individual student rather than on 
cultural stereotypes.  

Schools could hire external consultants 
to observe classroom discussions or 
mentoring sessions to identify and help 
solve any unintentional discrimination.  
It could be beneficial to have a consultant 
who is not indoctrinated into legal 
discourse customs because the outside 
observer might be less distracted by 
miscommunication about learning the 
law or legal terms, and might be better 
able to see when communication fails on 
a more basic level.  

Finally, to address the problems with law 
students returning to the community, 
law schools could introduce regular 
training on communications styles and 

Thank You for adding 
Diversity

— continued from page 15

Submit articles to The Law Teacher

The Law Teacher encourages readers 
to submit brief articles explaining 
interesting and practical ideas to help 
law professors become more effective 
teachers.

articles should be 500 to 1,500 words 
long. Footnotes are neither necessary nor 
desired. we encourage you to include 

pictures and other graphics with your 
submission. The deadline for articles 
to be considered for the next issue is 
February 25, 2011. Send your article via 
e-mail, preferably as a Word file.

after review, all accepted manuscripts 
will become property of the Institute for 
Law Teaching and Learning. 

Please e-mail manuscripts to robbie 
McMillian at rmcmillian@lawschool.
gonzaga.edu. For more information 
contact the co-editors: Gerald hess 
(ghess@lawschool.gonzaga.edu) and 
aïda M. alaka (aida.alaka@washburn.
edu).
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within the trusts and estates course, 
a chart such as this allows me to 
foreshadow the topics of gratuitous 
transfers occasioned by death as I am 
covering similar and related issues 
stemming from lifetime giving. Likewise, 
I can review the elements of a contract in 
a discussion of contracts to make wills, 
demonstrating that the subject is not 
entirely foreign to the students.

I also use this technique to build bridges 
between courses. For example, I teach 
both trusts and estates, and estate and 
gift tax courses. I use the same chart 
structure presented above to discuss the 
broader themes and topics of the estate 
and gift tax. By doing so, I tether the 
topics of the estate and gift tax course 
to the previously discussed trusts and 
estates topics. This provides students 
with contextual clues with which to 
synthesize the material. For students 
unfortunate enough to then take me for 
estate planning, I use the same chart, 
again, modified to include a discussion 
of various planning techniques 
associated with the underlying topics. 
here is a skeletal version of the estate 
and gift tax chart, in which a few 
relevant sections of the tax code have 
been inserted onto the trusts and estates 
chart (chart 2):

I always caution my students that cookie 
cutter charts, alone, do not represent 

contextual Tethers to Greater Understanding
By Kelly a. Moore, University of Toledo college of Law

All teachers occasionally 
experience the blank stares of 
students after stating, “as we 

previously discussed,” in reference to 
something the teacher recently covered 
or a key component of a prerequisite 
course. a professor’s statement regarding 
the issues of testamentary capacity, for 
instance, may result in only the chirping 
of crickets in the classroom, even 
though it draws upon similar concepts 
previously presented in the context of 
lifetime gifts. Or, a discussion of tax basis 
issues in the estate and gift tax course 
may seem extraterrestrial to students, 
despite these topics having been covered 
to some extent in the prerequisite basic 
income tax course. Is the professor to 
damn the students under his breath, 
assuming they have not been studying? 
have the students necessarily been 
shirking their studies? No, and no. 

what the professor is observing is a 
contextual disconnect. Information 
learned by the student in one context, 
such as a basic individual taxation 
course, may remain in the vacuum of 
that course. It seemingly floats away 
and is unavailable to the student when it 
comes up in the context of a subsequent 
lecture, or otherwise. The solution is 
to provide the student with a broader 
context for the material when it is first 
presented, allowing the student to have 
more connections leading to recall of 
the material when it comes up in later 
discussions.

among the techniques I use to provide a 
broader context for course material is to 
present course material in over-arching 
charts. Sometimes the charts foreshadow 
more advanced courses, and other times 
they refer to prerequisite courses or 
earlier lectures within the course. For 
instance, I use a much more detailed 
version of the following chart (chart 1) 
to discuss the broad themes and topics of 
my trusts and estates course:

the detailed analysis that law school 
requires. I note the too basic charts 
presented here are for illustration 
purposes only, and are not the actual 
charts I use in class. I seldom hand 
out the charts I use in my classes. 
The charts used in class are more 
detailed, more complex and, because 
I prefer white boards to smart boards, 
sometimes messy. however messy, 
they allow students to tie new material 
to previously discussed concepts, and 
material du jour to the topics of future 
lectures. 

course material sometimes crystallizes 
in a vacuum, causing students to 
understand the material only in its 
hermetically sealed context. So sealed, 
this material may not be readily available 
to students when synthesis is called for 
in subsequent lectures or other courses. 
The creation of this vacuum may be 
avoided by building contextual tethers 
from one subset of information to other 
subsets, keeping students engaged and 
connected to the class material. In that 
way, perhaps the next time you say, “as 
we previously discussed,” students will 
nod appreciatively and knowingly.
____________

Kelly A. Moore is an Assistant Professor of 
Law at University of Toledo College of Law. 
He can be reached at Kelly.Moore@utoledo.
edu.

Chart 2: Select Estate and Gift Tax Provisions
 During Life Occasioned by Death
 Gratuitous exercise ----------------Non-probate ---------Probate
 --elements of gift of power will substitutes property
 --capacity issues of appointment (e.g., life ins.) 2033
 2503/2511 2041 2042

Chart 1: Overview of Gratuitous (and related) Transfers
Made During Life and Occasioned by Death

 During Life Occasioned by Death
Non-gratuitous ---Gratuitous exercise ----------- Non-probate -----Probate
(e.g., contract) --elements of gift of power will substitutes testate/intestate
 --capacity issues of appointment (e.g., life ins.) capacity issues
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Teaching and 
learning nuggeT

For each class, 
decide what is the 
most important 
concept or skill that 
students should 
learn that day.  That 
decision should 
drive our choice 
of materials and 
methods for the 
class.

Learning as Top Priority 

— continued from page 13

what they have learned in myriad 
ways. have a simulation, a mock trial, 
an administrative hearing or client 
negotiation. Invest in some white boards 
and dry-erase markers and make content 
quizzes into class competitions. Students 
will have a reason to prepare for class 
and an opportunity to show off. 

Use cooperative 
Learning
cooperative learning is under-used in 
law school classrooms, even though 
it is ideal for the setting. How often 
does a well-meaning professor attempt 
to initiate a discussion and find that 
students are unwilling to raise their 
hands? Students are simply terrified of 
looking foolish in front of their peers. 
cooperative learning gets students out 
of their seats and talking to each other. 
By separating into pairs and groups to 
ask questions, the individual student 
is shielded from the anxiety of asking 
questions solo. 

Introduce a variety of ways for students 
to demonstrate class participation. Send 
them out to interview a lawyer who 
works in a field they are interested in. 
have them choose a case and perform a 
five minute argument.  

Model Legal writing. 
Practice, Then Model 
again
when a student is asked to write a brief 
of memo for the first time, some students 
are absolutely ready and perform 
accordingly. however, the majority are 
at a loss as to where to begin.

Legal writing is repetitive and objective.  
The main idea is introduced immediately 
rather than artfully presented piece 
by piece and built into a powerful and 
persuasive conclusion in the style of 
most liberal arts writing. as students 
adapt to this style, they must have the 
benefit of deliberate instruction and 
intensive modeling. Modeling does not 
mean allowing students to plagiarize, 
but it does mean giving them templates 
for paragraph structure and stacks and 
stacks of briefs, motions, and persuasive 
headings to compare and contrast.

Samira Guyot is a 2009 graduate of the 
University of Wisconsin Law School.  
She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from 
Columbia University and an M.Ed  from 
National-Louis University. She can be 
reached at guyot77@gmail.com.
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“Course (Re)Design” 
Conference 

Salmon P. Chase College of Law 
Northern Kentucky University 

March 18-19, 2011 

“Course (Re)Design” is a one-day conference for new and experienced legal educators interested in designing a 
new course or redesigning an existing course. The conference will take place on March 18-19, 2011, at the 
Salmon P. Chase College of Law in Highland Heights, Kentucky. The conference co-sponsors are the Institute for 
Law Teaching and Learning (Gonzaga and Washburn) and the Salmon P. Chase College of Law (Northern 
Kentucky University). 

Benefits to Participants

The conference will be of greatest benefit to professors confronted with teaching a new course and those who 
would like to reinvigorate their approach to a course they have previously taught.   

By the end of the conference, participants will have engaged in 
(1) setting course goals and learning objectives, 
(2) designing formative and summative assessments, 
(3) choosing teaching and learning methods, and  
(4) selecting and creating teaching materials.   

During the conference, participants will learn best practices for course design, apply them to a course they have 
taught or will teach in the future, and receive immediate feedback on their course design efforts. Participants 
should leave the conference with a strong foundation for completing the design of the course they worked on and 
for applying the principles to other courses in the future. Each participant will receive a copy of TEACHING LAW
BY DESIGN: ENGAGING STUDENTS FROM THE SYLLABUS TO THE FINAL EXAM (2009).

Structure of the Conference

Participants should arrive at the conference with a course they wish to design or redesign and the materials they 
anticipate needing to do so. The conference will consist of four sessions: (1) setting course goals and learning 
objectives, (2) designing formative and summative assessments, (3) choosing teaching and learning methods, and 
(4) selecting and creating teaching materials.  Each session will include discussion of design principles, examples 
of each design element in law school courses, and time for participants to work on the course they have selected 
for (re)design. The learning experience in all sessions will be interactive, collaborative and “hands-on.” 

Presenters 

The program will be designed and co-taught by four law professors: 

• Olympia Duhart (Nova) 
• Gerry Hess (Gonzaga) 
• Michael Hunter Schwartz (Washburn) 
• Sophie Sparrow (UNH) 
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“Course (Re)Design” 
Conference 

Salmon P. Chase College of Law 
Northern Kentucky University 

March 18-19, 2011 

Registration Form

Name:______________________________________________________________________________ 
Title:_______________________________________________________________________________
Law School:_________________________________________________________________________ 
Address:____________________________________________________________________________
Phone:______________________________________________________________________________ 
E-mail:______________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you have any dietary restrictions? (Dinner on Friday, March 18, breakfast and lunch on Saturday, March 19 
are included in the registration fee.)   
____Yes (Please specify):_______________________________________________________________
____ No 

Will you attend the Pre-Conference Reception (6 PM) & Dinner (7:30 PM) at Northern Kentucky 
University on Friday, March 18? Transportation to and from the conference hotel will be provided. 
____ Yes _____ No 

Participants are responsible for their own travel arrangements.  Limited blocks of rooms have been booked at the 
rate of $89 per night (if booked by March 4, 2011) at Courtyard by Marriott Cincinnati Airport, very near the 
airport and a very short walk or shuttle to the Northern Kentucky University METS Center, where the conference 
will be held.  Shuttles arrive at the airport and METS Center regularly. 

Hotel Link Corporate Code (NRD) automatically entered. Then enter room type preference. Code for king 
“nrdnrda”. Code for two doubles “nrdnrdb”. Room types available on first come first serve basis.  
Hotel Web Site: http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/cvgca-courtyard-cincinnati-
airport/?corporateCode=nrd&toDate=3/19/11&fromDate=3/18/11&app=resvlink.

Attendance will be limited to 40 participants. The roster will be filled in the order that NKU Chase receives 
the registration form and conference fee of $225.  

Please send this form with a check payable to NKU Chase College of Law (no credit cards) for $225 to: 

Karen Ogburn      Logistics Questions: (859) 572-5987 
Associate Dean for Administration   ogburn@nku.edu
Salmon P. Chase College of Law    
Northern Kentucky University   Content Questions: Prof. Michael Schwartz 
Highland Heights, KY 41042    (785) 670-1666; michael.schwartz@washburn.edu

Registrants will be notified promptly when their registration is accepted, wait-listed or declined. 

In light of the small, hands-on nature of the conference, we must abide by a “no refunds” policy.

Finally, please be on the look-out for an e-mail directing you to a short survey to help both you and us 
prepare for the conference.  We look forward to your visit! 


